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Abstract
E-commerce involves selling of goods and services through internet. Technology has
revolutionized the way how various organizations are performing their functions. No doubt this
modern era of internet or networking technology has benefitted both business organizations and
customers. Earlier people were hesitant in performing online transactions because of various
issues like integrity, security and authenticity of online transactions. But with the help of
sophisticated technology these issues are slowly being resolved on web. Online companies are
now able to gain trust and confidence of their customers. It has lead to huge profits for companies
and convenience and more choice to customers. With the advancement of technology our
economy is slowly moving towards paperless society. Where there is less wastage of resources
and huge saving of time, cost and money. In my research paper I have tried to study impact of ecommerce on three different sectors which includes Travel industry, Publishing industry and
Banking sector.
Introduction
This is the era of information and communication technology. In the 21st century of electronic
revolution, leading concern is to establish and ensure a better, easy and comfortable way of
management, communication and development. E-Commerce has become buzzword of present
information technology. It is the process of conducting all forms of business through computer
network and digital communication.
Objective of the Study
E-commerce is one of the major revolutions in this era of modern technology and paperless
society. The purpose of my study is to know how it has benefitted these important areas of Indian
economy. The main objectives of my study are as follows:1. To study the concept of e-commerce
2. To study effect of e-commerce on Travel industry, Publishing industry and Banking sector.
3. To study various pros and cons of paperless technology
The World Trade Organization defines E-Commerce as “E-Commerce is the production,
distribution, marketing, sales or delivery of goods and services by electronic means.”
E-Commerce consists of buying and selling of goods and services through internet and any
other electronic media. E-commerce transactions include online retail sales, supplier purchases,
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online bill paying and many more. E- Com utilizes a variety of technologies including electronic
data interchange, electronic fund transfers, credit cards and e-mails. The meaning of electronic
commerce has changed over the last 30 years. Originally, electronic commerce meant the
facilitation of commercial transactions electronically, using technology such as EDI and EFT.
They were introduced in the late 1970s which allowed business organizations to send
commercial documents like purchase orders or invoices electronically. The growth and
acceptance of automated teller machines (ATM), credit cards and telephone banking paved the
way for success of online transactions. From the 1990s until now, electronic commerce would
additionally include enterprise resource planning systems, data mining and data warehousing. A
wide variety of commerce is conducted in these ways such as Electronic funds transfer (EFT),
supply chain management, Internet marketing, online transaction processing, electronic data
interchange (EDI), inventory management systems.
The Impact of E-commerce on Different Sectors is as follows
Travel Industry
E-commerce has brought new business opportunities for travel and tourism industry. With the
help of information technology tourism and travel industry are able to achieve considerable
success in the area of B2C market. Role of IT in this area is not new, Information and
communication technologies has affected travel and tourism industry for the past 50 years.
Before computerization, travel agents used to advise clients on tourist destinations and acted as
intermediary in intricate process of arranging travel bookings for them. Even during early 1990's
customers booked cruise travels through travel agents as companies were not offering direct
booking to them. Now with advancement in technology it has benefitted both customers and
travel industries in the form of increased market segments and profit for local travel agents.
Travel industry includes airline companies, hotels and rental car companies, earlier they relied
heavily on traditional travel agencies to sell their services. These travel agencies operate from
small offices or malls in busy and popular city streets. These agencies were retailers who acted as
an agent on behalf of supplier of service. According to Idea Group incorporated, travel agencies
would utilize marketing strategies such as customer relationship management in order to
establish and maintain strong relationships with their customers. They would arrange entire trip
covering various hotels and transportation cost. Complexity in arranging long and difficult trips
is completely taken by the brick and mortar agent and also aims at providing maximum
convenience to customers. These companies would make profits from commission charged by
them from suppliers of services on the basis of maximum trips organized by them.
Impact of IT on Travel Industry
With the emergence of internet and e-commerce it has significant impact on various business
sectors including travel and tourism industry. Technology has provided convenience and
efficiency to both business and customers. With the passage of time various innovations has
occurred in this industry. Now companies are providing wide range of products to travelers and
their reach has also increased. There has been innovation in accessing information regarding
travel plans and tickets booking. Earlier computers used to provide text based information to
customers but with the help of Graphical User Interfaced (GUI) technology, internet users can
explore more not just through text but visually through graphical images. The GUI interface
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enables a customer to access information on the web through variety of videos and graphics. Due
to this customer can plan there trips in more convenient and efficient way. Convenience is the
main advancement which technology has brought to these traditional industries and customers.
Earlier customers used to meet travel agents at their offices for getting information regarding
planning trips. All functions such as booking tickets, hotels, arranging taxis were performed
manually. Now customers can perform these functions while sitting at home. They can plan trips
according to their own preference after reviewing list of options. The GUI software enables
users to view pictures of their potential hotels and also to make a confident decision.
An information technology known as GDS or direct reservation system has helped online travel
agencies to flourish in significant way. It is a communication technology which provides
minutes updates regarding reservation capacity on specific flights on different airlines.
Customers can compare prices there and can book tickets according to their own needs and
preference. Online travel agencies make profits on the basis of total sale that is dependent upon
the difference between the discount price given to them by supplier and advertised retail price of
the service. Additionally these agencies enjoy partnerships with major web providers such as
AOL (American Online Services) or MSN (Microsoft Internet Service Provider). With the help
of technology tourism industry can focus on customer relationship management also. In
business world retaining existing customers is more profitable than acquiring new customers.
Working on this concept various Software's and data bases can help travel agencies in
maintaining records and details of customers. Frequent airline customers can set up their
account, they are given privileges in the form of free airfare and hotels gives points to frequent
hotel visitors, on the basis of which they are given discounts on rents and sometimes free rooms
also. So we can see that technology innovations in the form of GDS and GUI have made it
technically possible for suppliers, agencies and customers to interact conveniently and
efficiently through internet. Due to this travel industry has completely shifted to an e-commerce
market place in rapid way.
Makemytrip.com
Makemytrip Inc. is an Indian online travel company and has Headquarters in Gurugram,
Haryana and was found by Deep kalra in 2000. The company provides online travel services
including flight tickets, domestic and international holiday packages, hotel reservations, rail and
bus tickets, etc. In addition to a full-service online portal, the company also operates through 65
retail storesacross 50 cities in India. The company has been recognized as one of the India's best
online travel portals. It has international offices in New York and Sydney. The Company holds
close to 25% market share of the OTA hotel booking segment.
MakeMy Trip was launched by Deep Kalra in the US market which aimed at catering overseas
Indian community for their US to India travel needs in the year 2000. His founding team
consisted of Keyur Joshi (Co-Founder & Chief Commercial Officer), Rajesh Magow (CoFounder & CEO - India, formerly Chief Operating Officer & Chief Financial Officer) and
Sachin Bhatia (ex-Chief Marketing Officer). Inspiration behind the origin of this company was
the success of IRCTC (Indian Railways Catering and Tourism Corporation), an online business
model which enabled the Indian passengers to purchase online railway tickets. With the
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emergence of internet this was golden opportunity for online travelling companies to set up their
business in cyberspace. MakeMyTrip started its Indian operations in September 2005 which
offered online flight tickets to Indian travelers. The company also started focusing on non-air
businesses like holiday packages and hotel bookings.
On 13 August 2010, MakeMy Trip made a debut in the US market and went public. With the
emergence of smart phones the company strongly focused on the mobile route by creating
several travel related Apps in 2011. This offered more convenience and options to customers.
The company acquired three companies namely Luxury Tours and Travel Private Limited
(Singapore), Le Travenues Technology Private Limited (Gurgaon, India) and My Guest House
Accommodation (New Delhi, India) in the same year. It also acquired travel operators like ITC
group and Hotel Travel group in order to expand its market in South-East Asian region in the year
2012. In order to strengthen its online hotel booking segment MakeMy trip acquired Easy to
book, an Amsterdam based hotel booking portal. It also aimed at improving trip planning, for
this purpose it acquired My Gola, a travel planning website in April 2015 and invested $3 million
in Inspirock in June 2015.
Impact of E-commerce on Publishing Industry
There is significant impact of e-commerce on publishing industry also. As we know books,
journals, magazines and newspapers are an important source of information to general public.
All these reading materials are handled by publishing industry. Earlier their availability was
limited to physical stores and selected publishing houses. Because of emergence of information
technology, improvements or expansions in publishing happened which ultimately lead to
further creation and dissemination of knowledge to our society. The major stakeholders in this
industry are authors, publishers, online and traditional distributers and readers. All of them are
going to benefit from latest versions of publishing industry with emergence of new concept
called electronic publishing.
Electronic publishing can be defined as publishing of information in electronic format and
includes creating, maintaining, archiving and distributing documents using computer and
networks. It is a major revolution in the information related activities in the society and also
provides opportunity for promoting the growth of publishing industry in developing countries.
Modern electronic version of traditional documents includes e-books, e-journals and online
newspapers. The introduction of e-books has lead to various benefits to readers, authors and
publishers. E-books can be downloaded within seconds on computer, tablets and smart phones
using 3G or WI-FI networks. Some retailers' offers possibility to synchronize notes and buyers
can access them on any of devices they might own. Growing competition between e-book
markets has lead to rapid decline in prices and improved services. For e.g. latest versions of
Kindle and nook (the e-reader of Barnes and Noble) can store thousands of features and has
social networking connectivity for sharing views and messages. Due to decline in number of
intermediaries, it has lead to reduced production costs which ultimately resulted 40%-70%
decrease in prices with some classic literary work available for free.
E-books can make significant contribution in the field of education. School books especially
which includes technical subjects such as mathematics, chemistry or physics can now use the
new EPUB 3 file format which includes in addition to current text and illustrations animated
graphs and figures, videos with messages form professionals and technicians, sounds and
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images of chemical reactions as well as various other forms of communication. In June 2012,
Apple introduced a new book store for its iPad tablets and free publishing tool so that authors can
create interactive instructional material. A number of universities and high schools in the US are
already testing the idea of replacing text books with e-books and tablets. In our country a new
initiative from HRD and IIT KGP has been taken recently. 6.5 million Books are now available in
one single portal, where you can read online or download the books. There are text books, audio
and video content in order to give information in more informative and interactive way. It is a
huge collection of learning resources consisting of 68 lakh books from primary to PG level and
students can use it free of charge. Newspapers have been an important source of information for
having a look at various facets of society. From its very beginning it has played an important role
for bringing transformation in society. These days' online newspapers are available which can be
accessed through the World Wide Web (WWW) and hypertext markup language (HTML) using
standard internet browser. Some newspapers offer sophisticated search and archive capabilities
so that readers can access related back issues and other information for given article. Also
personalized versions of newspaper are available so that readers can access news of their own
interest like sports, entertainment, stock market etc. Majority of online newspapers are available
free of charge and various apps related to news are available on smart phones also. Online
journals provides information related to scientific discovery, medicine etc which is important for
advancement of society. Its stakeholders consist of journal publishers, scholars, public and
private institutions and libraries. The major players in the area of e-books are Barnes & Noble, ebay.com, Amazon.com etc. They provide services through which customers can purchase books
through internet. For e.g. By using Amazon.com, user can search the book in three different
ways: ISBN number, the author's name and book title. Customers can buy books online and can
make payment through credit and debit card or net banking facility.
Impact of E-commerce on Banking Sector
Bank plays an important role in economic development of society. It helps in mobilization of
money within the society and also inculcates savings habits among people. Online banking has
lead to significant improvement over traditional banking system. E-banking is far more superior
to traditional banking in terms of cost, time and convenience. Some of the main advantages of
Internet banking are as follows:·
Low transaction costs
·
Convenience and user friendly
·
24 hours and 7 days access from any part of the world
·
Targeting global customers.
Because of growing competition numbers of e-banks are offering more competitive rates than
traditional banks using internet as the main delivery channel. If banks wish to establish their
presence in e-commerce, they should be in position both to market traditional banking products
and to design products according to needs of e-banking users. Few years back banks
involvement with internet was limited. They set up their web sites for providing information
related to various banking products to general public. Actual banking transactions however used
to be performed at branch through the mail, by telephone or over the automated teller machine
(ATM) network. Security and safety of online transactions were also an issue at the time because
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various cyber frauds happened consistently during 1990s. With the passage of time various
softwares were developed which ensured safety, security and authenticity of online transactions.
Now majority of users are taking services of online as they can perform online banking
transaction safely and conveniently.
E-Banking
E-banking means delivery of banking products and services through internet and any other
electronic medium which includes telephones and smart phones. The concept of e-banking is
still in infancy stage but it has broken barriers of branch banking. Customers can perform various
transactions through internet such as to pay bills, transfer funds, view account balance or to avail
any banking information or advice. Almost all banks are providing services of e-banking.
Services are available 24 hours a day and 365 days round the year. Where internet connection is
poor or unavailable, Customer services are provided round the clock via telephone.
There are Some Advantages on Using E-banking both for Banks and Customers:
Permanent access to the bank
Lower transaction costs / general cost reductions
Access anywhere using mobile or computer
Less time consuming
Very safe and secure method
Helps to transfer the money immediately and accurately
Easy to use

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Disadvantages of E-banking Internet Banking
1.
High initial start up cost which includes cost of sophisticated hardware's and software's
in banks.
2.
Security Concerns and issues like problems regarding hacking of online accounts and
information. There had been cases of duplication of smart cards and debit cards in past.
3.
E-banking requires tech savvy and well qualified staff, so they have to spend a lot of
resources on training of their employees. Lack of well trained staff can be problems for ebanking.
4.
There is lack of personal contact between customer and banker. Sometimes customers
need personal advice from bankers which is lacking in this area.
5.
Not all transactions can be handled online. Some of the difficult and complex transactions
need face to face interactions and meetings.
Negative and Positive Aspects of Paperless Society
With help of sophisticated technology paperless society has achieved considerable success and
popularity. Modern hardware and software has lead to increase in efficiency and reduction in
overhead expenses. Ultimately it has lead to increase in revenues also. Going paperless is better
option than using reams of papers and huge amount of efforts and labor also. But going
completely paperless is not an easy task as it depends upon training of employees and size and
needs of company. Some of the positive and negative aspects of paperless society are as follows:-
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Advantages
Less Space
Technology facilitates paperless office which needs less resources and space. We can relocate to
smaller office or building saving money or lease.
Savings
Going paperless means less bulky filing cabinets and lesser costs in paying for storage spaces
like rent, leases etc.
Convenience
when installed successfully it can lead to convenience to whole organization. With the
increase in efficiency, doing data entry work in the future is far more efficient and faster.
Eco-Friendly
It takes a day to cut down a single tree, but years to grow it. By saying no to paper, you help
put an end in the vicious cycle of tree cutting. Paperless office will help us in saving
environment also which has become considerable issue in present world.
Disadvantages
Human Error
Everybody should be tech savvy before making that transition to a paperless environment, but
the fact is majority of workers are used to doing data entry in paper. There is also a high chance
of entering the wrong data.
Automation
Achieving 100% paperless office, one must have all systems automated flawlessly and this can
cost time and money.
Bugs and Breakdowns
Going paperless means keeping all records electronically, which comes with an IT department's
biggest nightmare concerning software and hardware issues that can disrupt work.
Security Issues
With the dawn of digital technology comes the golden age of hackers. Going paperless means
vulnerability to unauthorized party. Issues like security, authenticity and privacy of electronic
data is still there, which is one of the major drawbacks of technology.
Conclusion
A paperless office uses less physical space when bulky filing cabinets are eliminated or reduced.
We can relocate to smaller office or building saving money or lease. Electronic faxes and email
replace the need to print and ship documents to clients in paperless office which leads to saving
of time, money and efforts. The chances of losing important documents are lower when saved
electronically and documents are often easier to find in an electronic system. Earlier issues
regarding safety and privacy of electronic data were there but now with the advancement of
technology these issues are slowly being resolved on net. With the help of networking
technology employees can work anywhere. They can focus on more important matters and
organizations can arrange flexible work schedules in their offices accordingly. Irrespective of
some of its negative aspects it has definitely been able to brought revolution in various sectors of
our society. But now these issues are slowly being resolved on web. If managed successfully
paperless technology will bring more efficiency and revenues in the organization.
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